
EMAIL #1
 Intro to the subject
Don't just start out saying HEY BUY THIS CRAP!!!  Instead, send a really informative email showing 
how they can make money (or get whatever result) by using a certain type of tool.

   EXAMPLE

Here's why having a Wordpress blog makes your online business more sales.
 

   EXAMPLE

Here's why aluminum framing helps contractors like you make more money.

–––––––––––––––
EMAIL #2
 Show them some more bene�ts of using, plus ask for validation
Here's where's you give them a bit more info, but ALSO do some magic: you can start gauging people's 
interest in the subject here.

   EXAMPLE

Alan did $20,000/year, then after his Worpress blog was installed, did over a half-million 
bucks in revenue!  Here's how…
   
  …and so on, and then in the copy towards the end:

By the way… are you actually interested in learning how to set up a Wordpress blog like 
Alan did?  (I taught him… so I can teach you too.)

Just reply to this email saying:  "YES I’M ACTUALLY REALLY INTERESTED TO KNOW 
HOW TO MAKE MY OWN WORDPRESS BLOG!!!"



  EXAMPLE

J&J Contracting got sued because they used wood framing in a house.  From that point on 
they ONLY use aluminum.  Here's why…
   
  …and so on, and then in the copy towards the end:

Are you curious about switching over to aluminum framing, but afraid of the cost?  I'm 
considering doing a whole email about the actual costs for a mid-sized project.  Just reply 
to this email saying: "YES!!!  MAKE THAT EMAIL SHOWING ME ALL THE COSTS OF 
ALUMINUM FRAMING AND SEND IT TO ME!!!"

…if a lot of people respond to that last email, you can just roll with it and give ‘em exactly what they 
want!  Sometimes I get people DEMANDING (in a nice way) to quickly release the email because 
they're so excited to see it!

–––––––––––––––
EMAIL #3
 More great information

   EXAMPLE

Here’s one more example of a six-figure Wordpress site…

Give them another case study, then mention that you’re building some sort of training for Wordpress.

   EXAMPLE

Here are the cost benefits of doing aluminum framing for a house…

Give them some great cost info.  Try to get them on the phone for a “custom quote”.



EMAIL #4
 Do a soft sell

   EXAMPLE

We were BLOWN AWAY by all of you wanting some extra Wordpress training… so we put 
together a great little course that will get you fully up and running in about 2 hours.  

You can literally buy this today, and by the time you go to sleep you’ll have a fully work-
ing Wordpress blog ready to take on advertising spots!
 

   EXAMPLE

If you’re about to build a frame with plain old-fashioned wood, GIVE US A CALL at 
713.301.1546 and one of us will give you a custom quote from our system to show you 
how much aluminum will save you.

This can mean you keep all the savings on this project, AND your home will fetch more 
money since it has aluminum framing.  It’s a win-win so give us a call.

–––––––––––––––
EMAIL #5
 Case studies showing how well people who bought did

   EXAMPLE

Amanda put our course to work yesterday and she already has her blog up… check it out!
 

   EXAMPLE

Matt could’ve made his contracting business $245,000 more this year JUST by switching 
to aluminum framing.



EMAIL #6
 More case studies showing how well people who bought did

   EXAMPLE

One month after he took the course, Matt is making $450/month in extra income.
 

   EXAMPLE

A former city assessor says he values homes with aluminum framing 14% higher. 

–––––––––––––––
ADDENDUM
 You can keep this cycle going on forever
Watch Part 3 of the Autoresponder Kourse and the eCommerce video to see an example of finding 
content to send without MAKING any content.  

Here are some ideas for emails to send in your sequence:

      •   Case studies of people succeeding in whatever your industry or product is

      •   Case studies of people succeeding after using your course  

      •   Before & After studies of students taking your course  

      •   Cool stories relating to the products you sell found in the news

      •   Fun new uses for your products that people may not have thought of 

      •   How to send your products as a gift  

      •   Random helpful information about your industry (this is always welcome)

      •   How to step-by-step use a product

      •   Free info on how to use the product much more effectively 


